We have devised and programmed a new scheme based on image processing techniques for extracting the intensity of fluorescent display low-energy electron diffraction spots. The method make no assumptions about spot shape, does not use thresholding, and can deal with badly behaved backgrounds, noise spikes, and dead pixels. All decisions about whether a particular pixel belongs to a spot or to the background are made on purely logical grounds with generally binary operator masks. Once the spot edge has been defined, a local background is subtracted to generate an integrated spot intensity. Extensive tests with diffraction features ranging from very strong to indistinguishable from background by eye show this method to be stable, fast, and reproducible.
I. INTRODUCTION
Low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) has proved to be one of the most successful techniques for the quantitative determination of the structure of surfaces.r The most usual approach is to record the intensities of the diffracted LEED beams as a function of the energy of the electron beam to generate intensity-voltage, or I-V, curves. The experimental data is then compared with the corresponding theoretical curves calculated for an assumed surface structure, and the best fit from various surface geometries determined via a suitable reliability factor. The crucial experimental requirement is to be able to record the diffracted intensities reliably and quickly in order to avoid contamination or decomposition on the surface. Data collection by Faraday cup meets the first requirement, but not the second, and is exceedingly tedious if it is desired to collect data from a large number of beams. In most LEED systems the diffracted beams are displayed as "spots" on a fluorescent screen. The data from such displays can be quickly collected by either photographing to film and analyzing off-line, ' or recording the image of the screen with a TV camera and extracting the intensity of the spots on-line3-5 or off-line.6-9 The recent digital LEED approach"," records the screen image directly to disk with a multichannel-plate/resistive anode.
The common feature of all the approaches to LEED data collection that record the whole screen image is the need to extract the integrated intensity from the pixels within a spot while accurately subtracting the background intensity from the fluorescent screen underlying the spot. Previous workers in this area have ignored background contributions to the spot5 or used simple thresholding techniques to extract the integrated spot intensities. Carvalho et al7 assume a Gaussian shape of the spot and take the spot radius to be the full width at half-maximum. Tommet et aL4 point out that LEED spots are more properly regarded as Lorentzian in shape and used an arbitrary definition of the spot size based on estimates of "typical" or "maximum" spot sizes, as have many others." *3,6,8 However, regardless of the way in which the size of the spot is determined, all these methods assume the spot to be circular in cross section and measure an average background from a circular area around the spot. This value then sets the threshold above which a pixel is counted as part of the spot.
Such threshold approaches have the merit of simplicity but can easily lead to incorrect integrations if the spot has a noncircular cross section. Also, preferably, the local threshold needs to be redefined for each spot. Unfortunately, in many cases the diffracted spots may have nonideal shapes due to defects in the screen phosphor, poorly compensated magnetic fields, Moire patterns from grids, or the presence of disorder in a particular crystallographic direction. In addition, if the background is nonuniform the threshold may be incorrectly set, resulting in poor estimates of the intensities. In reality the screen response can be substantially nonuniform and areas of the screen or camera may be "dead," producing anomalously low or zero intensity. Sometimes field emission from sharp whiskers on the retarding grids can produce very sharp bright spots that are not part of the diffraction pattern. Weak spots with a substantial noise component can be particularly difficult to treat.
We present here a new method to extract the intensity of LEED spots that have been recorded in a digital format as a whole screen image. This approach uses some of the ideas that have been successfully used in image processing applications.r2-" This method obviates the need to set say kind of background threshold (global or local) which makes it entirely general for any type of background. Furthermore, no assumptions are made about spot shape and we also automatically account in a reasonable way for anomalous intensities, such as "dead pixels." This methodology is not restricted to the analysis of LEED spots but could be applied to quite different applications such as astronomy.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The LEED data itself is recorded using a COHU siliconintensified low-light level camera. An image processing board {Coreco OC200), housed in IBM-compatible computer, produces a 512X480 7-bit image of the diffraction spots at some electron-beam energy that is stored directly on the computer hard disk using a data-collection routine writ- Ill. ANALYSIS METHOD A separate analysis program is used to automatically bring up each image in turn and extract the integrated, background-corrected intensities of the LEED spots at .a specific beam voltage. These intensities are written to tile for each frame resulting in a set of intensity-voltage (1-V) data.
The flow of the analysis process for determining the intensity of a single spot is laid out in Fig. 2 . This flowsheet is simplified by omission of some extra noise-removal steps to improve readability. Once a spot has been approximately located using the mouse, it is centered on the center of gravity of this region in an odd-dimensioned (NXN) pixel box. The size of this box is initially chosen by the operator but is dynamically varied by the program to best fit the data. If the diffraction spot that we eventually recover from the data extends to "within 2 pixels of the box borders, the box is deemed to be too small and we increment the box dimensions and loop back to the beginning of the analysis. The analysis is repeated until the spot fits inside an (N-2XN -2) area inside the box. We find that the box dimensions do not need to exceed (19X19) for most situations.
A. Initial estimation of the spot
There are a number of features of this sort of analysis
The problem of extractmg local areas of high intensity that can cause difficulties and'necessitated a high degree of from background is a well-known problem in image processflexibility in the design of this code (Fig. 1 ). In particular, ing. Techniques that have been employed include intensity spots appear and disappear as a function of beam voltage. In histogramming followed by thresholding,r6 textural threshorder to produce the complete I-V curves we have to ensure olding using Laplacian, Sobel, or other operators,r6 the use that spots are not "lost," or confused with others. This is of rank operators such as the top-hat operator,17 and pixeldone using a predictor-corrector algorithm. We also allow for tree clipping." We have chosen to use a type of Laplacian the number of spots being analyzed to be dynamically adoperator to record the approximate extent of the diffraction justed during a run.
spot. This operator rapidly and reproducibly produces an ap- The process of finding the integrated spot intensity uses a number of image-processing operators that automatically find a reasonable approximation of the spot, no matter how unusual its shape may be. They also remove noise spikes and other nonphysical intensity variations. These operators are defined in the Appendix; we should note that we have on occasion constructed operators in nonstandard forms to best fit our application.
proximate location of a group of high intensity pixels with no constraints in terms of predeflned sizes or intensity levels. However, it does result in some error in that some pixels that should be in the spot are lost. We recover these pixels and refine the size of the spot with other operators described below.
The crucial task is to sort those pixels into those that belong to the LEED diffraction spot-a spot pixel Ps-and those that belong to the area outside the spot-a background pixel Pb. Our Laplacian-type operator has a special shape that allows it to perform a second-order spatial differentiation in the horizontal, vertical, and diagonal directions. The operator is used in the form of a mask with elements that is passed over each location within an operating window (3si,jGV-2) inside the original (NXN) frame of 'data (see Appendix for descriptions of this and the other operators).
The actual values that result from the use of the Laplacian are not in themselves very useful; what is important is where they change sign. Hence we use this operator in a normalized form that produces a binary image of the spot and background. A copy of the original data matrix is made in which pixels where the local value of the second derivative is negative are assigned a value of 1 (colloquially called " ON" pixels) and pixels where the local derivative is zero or positive are assigned a value of 0 ("OFF" pixels). The result is the diffraction spot being imaged as ON values in a background of mainly OFF values. We define a spot as containing at a minimum a (3X3) contiguous cell of ON values in the matrix obtained after using the normalized Laplacian operator.
The Laplacian operator is very sensitive to the presence of "holes"--that is, pixels with anomalously low intensity values compared to the other pixels in its vicinity (as might occur due to a dead area of screen phosphor). Such holes can disrupt the action of the Laplacian in defining the diffraction spot, so before applying this operator we first find such defects and replace their intensity values with an average of the surrounding pixels using a smoothing operator.
B. Spot refinement
We next remove small high-intensity areas in the background that are not part of the spot using a type of morphological'g operator that we term a "sweep operator." It sweeps through the normalized Laplacian matrix searching for single, or small groups, of ON pixels that are not part of a spot cell. These are interpreted as unwanted spikes in the image and such pixels are converted to OFF pixels. We assume that the edge of the spot should be a smooth feature within the resolution of the pixels used to detine the image. The application of the Laplacian and sweep operators can result in the edge of the spot being eroded; that is, they introduce defects and holes in the edge that make it unsmooth. We therefore use another morphological1g operator we term "recovery operators" to rectify -such errors. These operators search in the vicinity of the current edge of the spot, i.e., along the outer set of ON pixels, for adjacent OFF pixels. The two operators test if such an OFF pixel is logically located in what may be a defect or hole in the true edge of the spot. This criterion alone is not enough to decide whether or not a particular OFF pixel should be included in the spot. We further require that its grayscale value exceeds a value Pedge that represents a reasonable estimate of the local background level. If both of these conditions are passed, the pixel is considered to actually belong to the spot and is reassigned as ON.
The recovery operators need the conditional value P edge derived from the background to decide whether a pixel belongs to the spot or not. We have tried several approaches to fixing this quantity. We find that using a single Pidge value for the whole array results in poor edge recovery when the background varies substantially from one side of the spot to the other. Rather, we split the frame into quadrants, where each quadrant overlaps its neighbor by one row or column, in order that the vaiue of Pedge(q)('q = 1,4) represents a more local value. The question still remains as to what the local value of this quantity should be. Using the average background value in the quadrant P!&(q) results in many pixels being added to the spot edge and the spot dimensions growing unreasonably large. On the other hand, using the largest pixel value in that quadrant's background-P;,,(q)-results in too weak a recovery. action. If the background values obeyed a normal distribution then we could bin the background values and use a statistical measure, e.g., 2a, to. set P,&. Unfortunately, the background values are closely grouped within a few pixel values and this approach is not feasible. The compromise value (having frrst smoothed out any anomalously high intensity areas in the background) that we have found to be the most stable and useful is ped,(Y) = 2 *
We have also found that we need to exercise particular care when dealing with values like averages and quantities such aS P&se that employ a divisor. When we divide the integer pixel values we have to take care over whether we round up or down in order to preserve the correct relationship between quantities. For instance, incorrect rounding could result in the expression of P@,e wrongly being set to the background maximum rather than somewhat below it.
C. Intensity calculation
Once we have defined which pixels belong to the spot (P") and those that belong to the background outside the spot (Pb), all that remains is to integrate the intensity of the spot within the edge while accurately subtracting the local background intensity under the spot. Unfortunately, we only know the values of the background pixels outside the spot, not the background that underlies the spot. Some workers perform a two-dimensional polynomial fit of the Pb pixelsI and then interpolate the background under the spot. We have not at this time pursued this idea because of impact on the speed of analysis and the programming overhead involved.
At present we are using a simple procedure that appears to give excellent results. We use the argument that if we have correctly located the spot, then the hidden background under any quadrant of the spot must be similar to the average back- ground value in that quadrant. We 'have already used the calculated quantity P!&(q) and so we further use this value as the local background under the spot'pixels in that quahrant. We therefore subtract this local background from each spot pixel and calculate the integrated background-subtracted intensity in each quadrant. The sum over the four quadrants is then normalized to unit beam current by division by the electron-beam Current ib to give the final spot intensity for spot k at voltage V,I,(V): 
IV. EXAMPLES OF USE
We have extensively tested our method in two ways. The first was to construct artificial datasets that test the limits of the method. Having convinced ourselves that the codes successfully handle these, we then tested the method on real data.
As an example of the use of the method with an artificial dataset, we show in Fig. 3(a) a "spot" constructed from a Gaussian that sits on a.nonlinear background. We have deliberately placed a low intensity hole in the spot itself as well a sharp noise spike and other high and low intensity area problems in the background. Figure 3(b) shows the end result of applying our method to this dataset. It is clear that we have successfully removed the spike and the other features in the area outside of the spot. This is necessary to estimate the background accurately. The program has also successfully repaired the hole in the spot. Such artifacts need to be removed to perform the integration properly. The spot is correctly placed on the sloping background-the border of the spot does not include a large portion of background that would result from the application of a simple threshold value to define the spot.
We further tested the method on a set of LEED data from the 0.25 .monolayer ~$2 X 2) structure formed by sulfur on a) strong spot -b) weak spot FIG. 5 . Three-dimensional plot of the intensity distribution after processing about (a) an intense spot (1 in Fig. 3 ) and (b) a weak spot (3 in Fig. 3 ). The solid lines indicate the boundary of the spot as found by our algorithm.
Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 65, No. 11, November 1994 Image processing for LEED 3385 TABLE I. Statistical summary of the operation of the image processing scheme on a' strong and a weak diffraction spot (1 and 3, respectively, in Fig. 3) . Shown are the number of pixeIs in the spot and the difference between the average grayscale values of spot and background pixels (Aavg), the percentage change in the total of the grayscale values before and after processing (%Ag), and the final integrated spot intensity (not normalized to unit beam current). the (110) face of MO. The experiment yielded over 20 different I-vcurves for two angles of incidence which was used to determine the adsorption site and bond distances to the S, as well as small rearrangements. of the underlying MO atoms.20
The spots fall into the two classes-integral order spots 'of relatively high intensity, although the I-V curves show considerable structure, and half-order spots that are generally weak. Figure 4 shows the LEED pattern at 116.6 V beam voltage. At this voltage spots vary in intensity from weak half-order spots (3) to medium (2) or strong (1) integral order spots. It is also apparent that the background is nonuniform and that some spots show some asymmetry, e.g., spot 2. Figure 5 and Table I show the results of the analysis for spots 1 and 3. The strong spot 1 occupies about one quarter of the frame area. This spot is clearly asymmetric, there being a significantly longer tail to the left, as viewed in Fig.  5(a) , than to the right. In addition, the top of the peak appears to have some structure, possibly due to a retarding-grid Moire pattern effect. Our approach has no difficulty dealing with these problems. The average intensity in the spot is about 37 intensity units higher than the background and the integrated intensity of 2038.0 reflects the high intensity of this spot. The solid line in Fig. 5(a) showing the limit of the spot as defined by these routines is a good approximation to separating the spot from the background. Figure 5(b) shows the result of the analysis for the very weak feature 3 in Fig.  4 . It is so weak as to be essentially invisible to the naked eye at this voltage, yet our routines successfully locate it. The spot covers only about 4% of the pixels and has an intensity of only about 3% of spot 1, being only about 3 intensity units above background, on average. The penultimate column of Table I contains the percentage by which the total value of all the grayscale pixel values has changed during the. analysis. This fraction is very small, which means that the smoothing operations have not made major changes to, the original grayscale distribution, i.e., we are not overmanipulating the data. Figure 6 shows the complete I-V curves for the three spots shown in Fig. 4 . Each curve has its own. distinctive structure that we take advantage of in a structural analysis. We. expect the curves to be smooth with no sharp dips or spikes. The results of our analysis bear this out even for the very weak beam 3 which shows no anomalous spikes in the low intensity areas, e.g., close to 100 V. The structure between 170 and 200 V for beam 2, though weak, is reproducible.
The principle advantages of our method is the avoidance of any arbitrary local or global thresholds to define a spot. We illustrate this point in Fig. 7 where we compare the I-V curves that result for spot 1 from using our algorithm with those from global, thresholding at two values. Because the spot moves across the screen, it hence samples different backgrounds, and changes its intensity markedly as the voltage is changed. As a result we might expect a global threshold (of any value) to give good results at some voltages and poor results at others. We can see that below about 175 V the two threshold curves bracket our data, although the low threshold is closer to our data in some areas, e.g., near 90 V and the higher threshold is closer to our data at other points,
8000
.$ 6000 i! 4000 e.g., near 70 and 110 V. The principal difference between the curves occurs above 180 V where both thresholding curves lie above our data. We attribute this to the inability of such thresholds to successfully cope with the increased background at high voltages caused by the presence of more inelastically scattered electrons. As a result, thresholds overestimate the spot intensity at these high voltages, whereas our method dynamically adjusts to the changing backgrounds conditions and more correctly defines the diffraction spot.
APPENDIX
Our procedures involve image processing operations that can operate on one of two types of data array. One type of array is the original frame of (NXN) original grayscale pixels values Pij (i,i= 1,N) . The other type of data array is an (NXN) array of binary pixel values Lij=O or 1 (i,j=3,N -2) that result from the application of the Laplacian operator, hence the use of L. These define whether a particular pixel is part of a diffraction spot or not.
We use the following definitions:
(1) ON/OFF pixel-a pixel assigned a value Lij=l/O.
(2) Cell-a (3X3) square arrangement of ON pixels. The sum of the L pixel values if 9 and defines the minimum size for recognition of the presence of a spot.
The operators we employ are used to making decisions about the nature of a test pixel located at position (ij) in the original data array. They take the form of a square mask of odd dimension (MXM) with elements M,, which are passed over the frame starting in the top left corner with the following characteristics:
( Below we define the operators we have used. They have been optimized for our purposes and in some cases differ slightly from standard forms. In order to clarify discussion we have coined our own names for each operator.
Laplacian-type operator
We use a variant of this type of operator16 which defines the curvature in the neighborhood of the test pixel using original grayscale values Pij and produces a set of binary pixel values Lu via a (5X5) mask: 
Sweep operator
This operator removes groups of high intensity pixels in the background due to, e.g., field-emission spikes. For an ON test pixel of interest at position (ij) in the binary L array, this operator counts the ON pixels in the 24 pixels that surround it in a binary (5X5) array. If this sum SLj is less than 8-the value for a cell-then the ON pixel in question is deemed to not be part of a spot and is turned OFF (Lj=O): Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 65, No. 11, November 1994 Image processing for LEED4. Recovery operator These operators employ connectivity arguments17 about the spot boundary to decide whether a pixel that is currently in the background and is therefore not included in the spot should in fact be included. The two operators test whether an OFF test pixel is logically part of the edge of the spot or not. To be included in the spot the test pixel also has to a have an intensity value greater or equal to the test value I'.+,(~): 
